OCTANE FOR YOUNG ORGANISTS

join us in Oxford in July 2017

Oxford – The Oldest University in the English-Speaking World –
An Iconic Architectural Campus of Exceptional International Appeal

for

THE ORGAN SCHOLAR EXPERIENCE [TOSE]
supported by The GMC Trust, The Williams Church Music Trust, and The William Haddon Charitable Trust
live the life of an organ scholar

Tuesday 18 to Sunday 23 July 2017 in Oxford

BOOK EARLY AND SAVE MONEY - GENEROUS BURSARIES AVAILABLE TOO!

study with Tutors

Daniel Moult Nathan Laube James Parsons Matthew Owens Simon Williams Christian Wilson Owen Rees

- TOSE 2017 will be hosted by RCO Academy at The Queen's College, Oxford
- 45 places and a warm welcome for teenagers age 14 to 19
- Top tips from ace tutors in classes and workshops on organ repertoire and technique, keyboard skills, conducting, accompanying, vocal technique, improvisation, plainsong
- Students sing and direct Choral Evensongs and Complines by Candlelight in historic College Chapels
- Classes and practising on most of the superb College Chapel organs
- Tutor Recitals
- Student assessment recitals and feedback - play the Dobson organ at Merton College
- Receive Recital Awards at Cathedrals and Churches around the UK, and organists' goodies from publishers and retailers
- Lively social scene - punting on the River Cherwell (rain or shine!) – make friends and PARTY!

BOOK ONLINE NOW at https://www.rco.org.uk/events.php?eventid=474
EARLY BOOKING SAVES YOU MONEY – AND YOU CAN APPLY FOR A BURSARY AT THE SAME TIME